
DISCOVER WHY FIOS IS THE CHOICE OF 500 TOP CORPORATES IN SRI LANKA

FiOS10R



FiOS10 Enterprise FMS Platform - FiOS is the flagship fleet management service (FMS) platform of KLOUDSKY.
Enterprise version of FiOS is in its 10 version enriched with many useful feature developed over the last 10 years. You will
have all the required features bundled to manage and optimize your fleet comprised with mobile and fixed assets. In
addition there is a complete array of value adding hardware/software options that are available for you to choose from.
 
Comprehensive access control with user logs for optimum security; Multiple maps to chose from depending user preference
and required feature options; Visibility of assets real-time and up to 400 days history; Extensive report module to design any
type of information required. Precise fuel monitoring; door status; tire pressure; passenger count; weight monitoring; video
monitoring; machine hours; driver working hours, driver behaviour monitoring; advanced driver assistance; vehicle
maintenance module are some of the key options available. FiOS mobile app available in iOS/Andriod application is
meticulously designed to give the user almost same experience if access system from web interface or mobile. 

FiOSLite - Residential FMS Platform

CORE PLATFORM - FiOS

FiOSLite same great FMS platform residential is available with limited features; 90 days history and limited value added
options for more economical non-commercial application.
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KLOUDSKY
R

FiOS FOOTPRINT ON OUR SOLUTION MIX

HARDWARE
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Fleet performance analysis
Workforce performance analysis
Precise location service
Routing service
Route optimization tools
Route points visit control
Security control
Engine hours monitoring
Address search
Nearest units search
CAN-bus data

SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY

Desktop or Mobile - One single platform one single login with comprehensive access control
extremely user friendly interface where where you can be fully in control on desktop or on mobile.
Powered by our infrastructure mirrored in three continents of the world; backed by our teams on
ground will ensure an unmatchable service.
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Handy management system
Fuel consumption, fillings and
thefts accounting
Eco Driving module for driver
behavior analysis
Temperature control

Doors opening detection
Alarm button
Remote engine shutdown
Communication with drivers

Key Benefits



DASHBOARD
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A perfect tool for business data analysis and visualization - Fleet performance analysis is based on data from such
indicators as mileage, fuel consumption, engine hours, average and maximum speed, idling, geofences and driving time.
The app provides a possibility either to receive charts on the basis of any chosen parameter or carry out comparative
analysis on the basis of two parameters. Linear, circular or bar charts are available. Multi-charts provide the insight into
correlations between two different KPIs. It’s possible to add any number of charts and change the order by dragging them to
any place within the work area.You can choose any number of units, a particular unit or a unit group for further analysis.



ONLINE MONITORING - TRACKS AND MINI MAPS
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Get quick access to relevant.

data via event marker tooltips.

Observe units moving smoothly

on the map.

Convenient interface to navigate

the timeline.

Change playback speed.

Track values of various

parameters and sensors.

Track color depends on several

parameters (speed, sensor

values, etc.) and may vary.

Track Player allows
to create multiple
tracks and play them
simultaneously.

Track Player
Application



You will appreciate the adaptive design

and convenient display of data on vehicles

and stationary units, which contributes to

the user-friendly and handy mobile

interface. Events catalogue provides you

with a brief overview of all trips and stops

with detailed track history available on

each. Drag-and-drop menu helps to

visualize vehicle data in a manageable

and customizable manner.Once you’ve

selected a unit, the map is scaled and

centered to its location. You can choose

from a variety of cartographic services,

including Google Maps, OpenStreetMap,

HERE Maps, Bing Maps and our own

maps proprietary GIS. For convenient use

of FiOS Mobile App, the rapid switch from

the menu to the advanced user

experience with Mobile FiOS App, fast

switch to Dashboard app has been

implemented bringing the vehicle KPIs to

your fingertips. Mobile FiOS App is

available to Android and iOS users.

ONLINE MONITORING - MOBILE FiOS APP
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.kloudip.fios
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/fio-pro/id1062235960


FiOS Hosting users can track the history of fuel fillings over any period of time on the chart. A click on a chart point lets

you see the vehicle location and fuel level at the moment. For the purpose of comprehensive analysis the system uses

fuel level sensor readings or CAN data. 

You can receive tabular reports on all fuel fillings and thefts (with date, precise time, unit location and initial fuel level

value). Using the reports, you can easily analyze fuel consumption over a given period of time and compare it to the

standard fuel consumption rate. Statistics on each unit and the whole fleet is available.

FUEL CONSUMPTION CONTROL
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Enjoy the ultimate routing service with FiOS 

Users can receive notifications when a unit enters

or leaves a certain geofence. Notifications can be

sent via email or SMS. Notifications can also be

registered in the system and shown in reports or

pop-up windows.

ROUTE CONTROL
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Add as many charts and tables as you want.

Present any parameter according

to your needs.

Choose and receive relevant data.

Rename tables and charts.

Arrange and manage sections the way you need.

Take advantage of basic functionality:

ADVANCED REPORT BUILDING CAPABILITIES
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Report system
brings up
information as
tables and charts.
You can adjust
table content,
tabs and sections
order,
visualization
peculiarities and
other parameters.

Build group reports.

Upload data into HTML, Excel and PDF files.

Perform quick printing.

Make use of the advanced functions:



GUARANTEED SAVINGS
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Online tracking.

Fuel consumption control.

Service log maintenance.

Mileage account.

Route control.

Driver behavior monitoring.

Violation alerts.

Features save to time and money:



Stay connected:

www.kloudip.com

No. 1/8, 1st Lane, Bandaranayaka Avenue, Panadura 12500, Sri Lanka.
Phone: +94-11-212-7040  |    sales@kloudip.com

KLOUDIP (Private) Limited

https://www.instagram.com/kloudip/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/13662392/
https://www.twitter.com/KLOUDIP
https://www.facebook.com/Kloudip-1983708458545921
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCF49jkNYcDoxK3OpQrXScUA
https://www.kloudip.com/
https://www.kloudip.com/

